
SLOW Street-O in Bow - 1 Hour Score 

Name.............................................................................   Start....................................  Finish................................ 

No Pts Question Answer 

1 10 What is the colour of the door at No. 378?  

2 10 What is the name of the church here?  

3 10 What date in 1992 were the homes opened? (plaque on wall)  

4 10 Fire hydrant (yellow H) sign numbers: ____ over ____  

5 10 How many rocking toys are in the playground?  

6 10 What is the number of the postbox? (bottom of label) E2 ____  

7 10 Numbers on fire hydrant (yellow H) sign: ____ over ____  

8 10 What is the highest no. on the postboxes on the gate at No. 51?  

9 10 What is hanging from the door at No. 37?  

10 10 Blue plaque ____ lived here. (surname)  

11 10 What is the postbox no? (bottom of label) E9 ____  

12 10 How many giant red flowers are there here?  

13 10 What is the name of the pub here?  

14 10 How many pillars does the house between Nos. 7 and 9 have?  

15 10 How many giant yellow floats are under this bridge?  

16 10 Mountain of ____ and ____ Ministries.  

17 10 What is the postbox number (bottom of label) E3 ____  

18 10 What is the year mentioned on the blue plaque on the bridge?  

19 10 What name on the large lanterns at either end of the pub?  

20 20 How many windows does the low white building here have?  

21 20 What is the name of the pub?  

22 20 What animal is on the statue here? (see caption)  

23 20 What is the name of the passage here?  

24 20 What colour is the door at No. 32?  

25 20 What postbox number is here? (bottom of label) E3 ____  

26 20 How many people are named on the largest memorial plaque?  

27 20 What shape is the panel in the centre of the door at No. 62?  

28 20 When was Ye Olde Coborn Motors established?  

30 30 What number is on the lamppost?  

31 30 What building no. is the Palm Tree pub? (above door) __-__  

32 30 What is the name of the residential complex here? ____ Works.  

33 30 What colour is the door at No. 4?  

34 30 Name of the building opposite the arch: ____ House  

35 30 What is the first word on the statue's inscription?  

36 30 What number is on the lamppost here? W____  

37 30 Sign on wall by door: Flats 1-____, 3 Twig Folly Drive  

38 30 How many tropical trees are in the flowerbed on the corner?  

40 40 Sign on door: Safe ____ Campaign.  

41 40 What number is the last house on the right?  

42 40 What is the number on the lamppost here? W____  

43 40 Numbers on fire hydrant (yellow H) sign: ____ over ____  


